Syscoin (SYS)

About:

The powerful platform that puts your business on the blockchain. Syscoin platform brings you the tools you need to remove the middleman and take back control of the way you do business. Some of the features that could serve your organisation include: blockchain-based token creation (for near-instant point of sale transactions and supply chain tracking), fully-encrypted messaging, a built-in decentralised marketplace, on-chain identity verification, certificates (for proof of ownership), and much more.

Advantages:
1. **High Transaction Throughput**: Syscoin's unique Z-DAG technology means the network can handle a transaction throughput of 60158 Syscoin Platform Token transactions per second (TPS), while remaining decentralised and secure.

2. **Interoperability**: Build bridges between blockchains with Syscoin Bridge, interoperability with other chains has never been easier.

3. **High Security**: Syscoin is merge-mined with Bitcoin which provides Syscoin with an incredibly robust and secure network.

4. **Low Fees**: The fees to transact Syscoin Platform Tokens or Assets are very low, making them suited for a wide range of use cases such as point-of-sale transactions.